
Revolutionizing the way digital payments are made, around the world
A Global Payment Solution That Knows No Boundaries
A Global Payment Solution That Works Everywhere
An Ethereum Blockchain based Global Payment Solution

GIP - Global Internet Payment
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About Global iPay

What is a Cryptocurrency

Global Internet Payment is a synonym for easy and fast global payments. We are 
developing a way to make it possible for everyone to make payments to anyone in the 
world using a dedicated website or mobile app. The system will be launched in the form of 
a cryptocurrency based on the Ethereum blockchain. The Cryptocurrency, which will be 
formally called GIP (Global Internet Payment), will become the base for all payments made 
through the platform. The initial buyers of the GIP will get free access to our global 
payment platform/app in addition to various other benefits such as huge return on payment platform/app in addition to various other benefits such as huge return on 
investments, a global digital wallet and more.

The GIP token will be released globally later this year. An ICO sale (in multiple phases) will 
be held to give potential buyers and investors an opportunity to invest in a futuristic crypto 
coin. All our investors and buyers are protected by the user agreement which you can find 
on our website.

Global iPAY is a part of Global Crypto Vision Dubai, UAE.

Cryptocurrency refers to a decentralized digital currency, usually integrated with a payment 
system, that allows users to perform peer-to-peer transfers of digital cash without a central 
authority. The currency is created from code and is completely virtual, however, its 
applications are real and many. Bitcoin is globally known as the first widely successful 
cryptocurrency that is now also being used in many real-world applications and by some 
major companies.

HoweveHowever, the actual applications of bitcoin are somewhat limited, mainly because of the 
privacy issue. Bitcoin provides almost no privacy to its users and the transactions are 
accessible to everyone on the network. Also, bitcoin transactions are not quite affordable 
for everyone and lack the facility of timely confirmation. We aim to solve these issues by 
providing a compressive digital payment and money transfer solution that will offer an easy 
and affordable way to send payments while ensuring that the privacy of both sender and 
receiver is fully protected.



Blockchain Technology

What we do?

Almost all major cryptocurrencies out there are based on the blockchain concept. A 
blockchain is a public digital network of nodes that is used to perform and verify digital 
transactions performed by its users. The main benefit of blockchain is that it is 
decentralized so that no single person or node can alter the record without affecting the 
entire network. The transactions performed on a blockchain are referred to as blocks.

Every transaction performed in the blockchain is stored in a dedicated file called ledgeEvery transaction performed in the blockchain is stored in a dedicated file called ledger. 
Blockchain technology is highly secure and free of human errors. Our crypto coin, GIP, is 
powered by ETH blockchain, which is one of the strongest blockchain networks out there.

We offer a public, decentralized and secure way to perform self-executing transactions, 
along with globally accessible smart contracts.

There will be decentralized apps including a digital wallet that you can use to manage 
and buy/sell GIP tokens and other cryptocurrencies and to perform digital transactions. It 
will be maintained and safeguarded on a network consisting of thousands of connected but
distributed devices.

DigitalDigital Tokens, called GIP tokens, will be created and launched as a virtual currency that 
can be used for performing fund transfers, payment for purchases and other monetary 
transactions.



Purpose of Global iPay ICO

The major objective of GIP is to establish a seamless method of making global payments. 
As of now, there is not a standard system or application that allows users to accept or send 
money from/to people internationally. Bitcoin is one such method since it is a globally 
accepted currency, however, the use of bitcoin is limited by applications and territories with 
many countries still identifying it as a general method of payment.

We aim to remove this barrier by introducing a global cryptocurrency that would be accepted 
everywhere and used for making quick transfers of money.

The most impoThe most important benefit of the GIP system is that it reduces the need for using and 
paying to an intermediary while making an international or even local money transfer. This 
effectively reduces the cost of the transaction. GIP implements a peer-to-peer network 
through which you can transfer funds directly to the receiver without having to pay a 
mediator.

Bitcoin and Global iPay

Bitcoin is arguably the most popular cryptocurrency out there. It is also one of the first 
successful digital coins in the market. Although the token and the concept are nearly 
perfect, there are some areas where Bitcoin lacks in functionality. For instance, bitcoin 
network is not very secure in terms of user privacy. Also, the network transactions are 
costly and lack real-time confirmation facility.

Global iPay (GIGlobal iPay (GIP Token) is nearly same in concept as the bitcoin, but it also deals with 
issues like privacy and fast transactions that bitcoin doesn’t. The GIP network will employ 
multiple security mechanisms to ensure a high level protection of data and privacy. Also,
 it will provide real-time confirmation of transactions. All the transactions will be performed 
instantly and the confirmation message will be sent to the involved parties.



Why Invest in GIP ICO 

Integration the features of bitcoin and based on the powerful Ethereum blockchain, 

GIP has the potential to become the global payment system of the future. It has ev-

erything we may ever need to ensure safe and instant transfer of funds from one 

place to another, without any boundaries of network or country. The possible uses 

include the transfer of money, online payments of goods and services, online shop-

ping, online recharge and bill payments and more.

Smart contracts

Less human involvement
and errors

Cost-effective

Smart FinTech

5% of all tokens reserved
for social works

High-level blockchain security

Instant Transfer

Affordable

  Proof of transaction

 Privacy protection

Some of our coin features include



The GIP ICO sale will be held on a first-come-first-serve basis. There are only 
a limited number of coins, of which a certain percentage will be put on sale. 
The initial investors and buyers will also get a bonus of up to 10%. Here are 
the GIP ICO statistics:

Total Token/Coin: 2.1b

Minimum Purchase of GIP Token $100.00

Pre ICO sale: 15% ( price $ 0.0300 )

ICO sale: 18% ( $ 0.0500 )

Bonus program: 10%

Established and promotion: 7%

Public market: 35% ( starting $ 0.1000 )

For company: 10%

Social works 5%Social works 5%

Get referral bonus of 10% on token purchases 

made in pre-ICO and ICO till December 31

Total Token



About GIP Token

Global iPay Target User Base

GIP is a decentralized cryptocurrency based on ERC20 Ethereum blockchain. It will be 
traded on a global platform and will be accessible to users globally. The GIP token will 
back our global payment system allowing our users to make quick and easy payments to 
anyone and anywhere in the world.

The GIP token is being developed on the latest financial technologies and is based on one 
of the most secure blockchain networks. The idea is to enable a pure decentralized 
peer-to-peer digital payment system. Check out the token price statistics below.

The target user base of GIP is as broad as it gets. The token along with its digital payment 
system will be launched on a global platform and will be accessible to users and mer-
chants all over the world. Our token will target every person who makes use of digital cur-
rency/wallet for making/accepting payments. Here are some of our potential target users.

Common people

To make national/
international money 

transfers

Businesses 

As a way to enforce 
stronger and better 

contracts (smart contract)

Online/offline merchants

To accept secure
 payments from 
customers, globally

Consumers 

 To make payment for 
services and 
goods

GIP token price for Pre-ICO sale            $ 0.0300 per token

GIP price for ICO              $ 0.0500 per token

Bonus                10%  on token

Minimum investment (Minimum Purchase of GIP Token)        $ 100



GIP Features & Benefits

Smart FinTech

Instant Payment/Fund Transfer

By now, you must have realised that Global iPay is a smart combination of technology and 
financial services. It involves the use of the most secure networking technology available 
till date (blockchain) to enable cost-effective, secure and reliable financial services.

FinTech represents the technical evolution in the ways financial transactions are 
performed today. We make use of the Smart Finance Technology to ensure seamless and 
error-free finance activities. Digital is now the preferred method for performing finance and 
banking transactions, which is faster and more reliable than the traditional methods.

The platform has been designed to ensure fast and reliable payments. The money is 
transferred instantly after authorizing the payment, irrespective of the location or distance. 
The sender also receives a confirmation message of delivery.

The payment transfer system is available globally. That means you can transfer money to 
anyone, anywhere in the world and at any time. Moreover, the GIP tokens could be used 
for purchasing things online and offline and for other monetary and non-monetary 
transactions.

The application is usable in a wide range of areas and for every purpose that involves 
sending/receiving money or making a transfer of funds. It can be used by companies, 
enterprises, consumers, shopkeepers, online merchants and more.

The uses of GIP token and digital wallet are not limited to making payments. The users 
can also participate in the trading of crypto-tokens at all the leading exchanges using their 
wallet accounts. The token can be exchanged for any other cryptocurrency and for some 
physical currencies as well.

Usable



This is one of the features that make our system stand out from the competition. The flexi-
bility of Global iPay can be summed up in the following four points.

To sum up, you can send money or make payments of any amount at any time to 
anyone in the world. Our token knows no boundaries. The system is as flexible as you 
can imagine. Send money local or global without worries of confirmation, delivery or the 
transaction cost.

Any amount (and any number of transactions)

Anytime

Anywhere

To anyone

One of the things that Ethereum blockchain is known for is the security of its network. The 
GIP token derives security feature of the blockchain to enable safe and highly-secure 
transactions. Any failed transaction is automatically refunded back to the sender.

We take the security thing very seriously. This is why our system has been integrated with 
high-class security features including multiple security-checks, password protection, 
encryption for every transaction performed on our blockchain, dedicated user key, 
confirmation messages, security alerts and more.

Each and every transaction performed through our system is recorded in a separate 
ledger on the blockchain. You can check the transaction history, records, time, transaction 
status, etc. at any time in your account dashboard.

Usually, the transactions are performed almost instantly and you will receive a confirma-
tion message altogether. But if you don’t, you can always check in your transaction history 
for the status of your recent transaction. We have kept the system fully scalable so you 
don’t have to miss a single penny or much of your valuable time.

Flexible

Scalable

Safe and Secure



The service can be used by any consumer or merchant for performing banking and other 
financial transactions, including the transfer of money, payment for services, sending 
money to bank accounts, account to account transfer, payment of bills, etc.

The digitization of banking and other financial transactions is a major goal behind the The digitization of banking and other financial transactions is a major goal behind the 
launch of the Global iPay. We want to establish a global payment system that could be 
used by everyone in the world for performing any kind of financial transactions. Whether 
you are a business providing services to remote clients or a merchant making supplies to 
local vendors, you can use the GIP system for making/accepting payments.

We have taken multiple measures to ensure a high level of trust among the users of the 
GIP token. The system is backed by a reputed company with clients and investors all over 
the world. It provides security against failed transactions, system failure and any other 
issue that may arise.

Everything you may need to know about the ICO, the GIEverything you may need to know about the ICO, the GIP token and our future plans have 
been detailed in this whitepaper. We understand that the trust and satisfaction of our users 
are very crucial to the success of this platform. We, therefore, have enabled a completely 
open system where the users can interact with us any time through multiple means, ask 
questions, share suggestions and ideas or anything else to gain a trust in the system.

WWe request the privacy of our users. The transactions of a particular user will be safe and 
private only to them, except for certain security conditions where we may need to verify all 
the transactions in order to find the error.

One of the best things about Global iPay is that it is based on a futuristic concept - digital 
payments - which will never get old or outdated. This benefits greatly to the investors and 
buyers of the GIP tokens as the returns are expected to be pretty huge.

Another major benefit is for the users of the GIP. Since we have designed a payment 
system based on the futuristic technologies, the users will be able to keep using it for a 
very long time in the future. The system will be regularly updated with the latest technolo-
gies to maintain the user interest and usability.

TrustworthyTrustworthy

Applications - Banking and Digital Payments

Futuristic Payment System



How do cryptocurrencies work?

Cryptocurrency is a medium of transactions or exchange. It is created and maintained 
completely on the blockchain, using specific encryption techniques to provide security and 
verify the transactions.

Cryptocurrency is basically a code representing a virtual currency created and launched Cryptocurrency is basically a code representing a virtual currency created and launched 
by a person or a company. It has no physical existence. Its basic purpose is to replace the 
physical methods of payment. Cryptocurrencies are implemented on the blockchain which 
provides a secure and reliable network for transactions. Here’s how a cryptocurrency 
transaction works.

The entire transaction is performed in the matter of a few seconds. The validation step 
ensures a high level of security in each transaction performed through the GIP system.

Request Creation :-  The sender or receiver initiates a transaction

Request Transfer :-   The transaction request is sent to the P2P blockchain network 
       consisting of multiple nodes (computers)

Validation            :-   Each node in the networks makes use of predefined algorithms to 
       validate the transaction and the status of the user/requester. It may 
       involve the transaction  of cryptocurrency, contracts, information and/or records.

Request Transfer :-   The transaction request is sent to the P2P blockchain network consisting 
                of multiple nodes (computers)

Ledger Creation   :-    Upon verification, the transaction is converted into a black of data and 
        added to the ledger.

Block addition       :-   The new transaction block is added to the blockchain as a permanent part of it.

Transfer completion  :-   The transaction is completed as the transfer is made.



Partnership

Potential partners and investors are invited to join the league by investing in a futuristic 
cryptocurrency - GIP. Out potential partners include financial institutions, banks, 
merchants, retail chain shop owners and all other investors globally who may interested 
in using a secure API ecosystem enabled with Smart FinTech for the growth of their own 
businesses.

The Global iPay partnership program is very easy to join.The Global iPay partnership program is very easy to join. You can contact us for more 
details or just read the whitepaper as all the information is available there. Once you are 
ready, you can start by participating in the pre-ICO sale which will be held in May 2018. A 
special discount will be offered to our partners who buy tokens in the pre-ICO sale.

GLOBALiPAY aims to be the benchmark for the digital transaction of assets and values 
on the Ethereum blockchain Network. Drawing prowess from the robust and secure 
ERC20 standard ethereum token, the GIP token will provide a comprehensive global 
digital payment solution free of intermediaries and regulations. GLOBALiPAY vision is to 
empower 21st Century Global Citizens a free and frictionless digital network for transac-
tions that would set the precedent for others to follow.

Global iPay Vision

RoadMap

 Concept 
Ideation

23
April
2018 

23
April
2018 

White paper
Release

03
May
2018

ICO 
launch

30
June
2018

ICO 
Pre sale

20
 May 
2018

GIP Coin/Token 
launch

23
April
2018 

15 
August
2018

Own Wallets 
launch

30
September
2018

Listing on 
External Exchange

24
November
2018 

Global iPay 
Card launch

23
April
2018 
May 
2019

Achievement Target
Global Crypto Bank and Global Crypto Tower within 
2021 in world famous financial zone Dubai.2021


